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Abstract

In July of 2004, Michigan and Utah enacted child protection registry laws that prohibit businesses from sending e-mail advertisements for certain types of goods and services to “contact points” (e.g. individual or school e-mail domains) listed on registries maintained by each state. The prohibited goods and services include alcohol, tobacco, pornography, and illegal drugs. This Article summarizes these statutes and provides guidance to businesses concerning statutory compliance. The Article also highlights certain concerns about the scope and ambiguities in the statutory language. Despite ongoing debate surrounding these statutes, companies that choose to market via the Internet must understand their statutory obligations. Other states may enact similar legislation. Organizations that sell, advertise, or handle promotions for products and services on a nationwide basis may face compliance issues in multiple jurisdictions.
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INTRODUCTION

Michigan and Utah recently enacted child protection registry laws aimed at preventing adult-oriented content from reaching children’s computers. Under the new laws, the states must establish and operate an e-mail address registry site similar to the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC’s”) current “do not call” registry. Each law creates a registry on which individual electronic "contact points," as well as entire e-mail domains belonging to organizations primarily serving minors, may be listed. These statutes require businesses that market electronically to police their own e-mail traffic. Once an e-mail address has been registered for longer than 30 days, commercial marketers are prohibited from sending any message containing, or linking to, advertising that
minors cannot access legally. Both states construe their statutes to bar advertisements for alcohol, tobacco, pornography, gambling, or any product or service that is illegal for minors.  

Although backed by sound policy considerations, commentators maintain that the laws introduce fundamental statutory compliance problems: the language is broad and open to competing interpretations, the projected costs of compliance appear overly burdensome, and the monetary penalties likely will be difficult to enforce. In addition, the FTC has voiced concerns over the security and privacy of child registry sites. It is furthermore unclear whether the national CAN-SPAM Act preempts these state laws. Both the Michigan and Utah Child Registries are currently active. At this time companies need to understand how to comply with both statutes.

OVERVIEW OF THE MICHIGAN AND UTAH CHILD REGISTRY LAWS

Both the Utah and Michigan statutes impose strict liability and provide for criminal and civil penalties. The Michigan Children’s Protection Registry Act makes it a misdemeanor for the first violation and a felony for any subsequent violations when a company markets via the Internet by sending e-mail to a registered address when the e-mail advertises products or services that a minor is legally prohibited from purchasing. The same statute also prohibits persons and businesses from including a link in their message to a site that advertises products or services that minors cannot legally purchase.

Under the Michigan law, individuals may register any electronic “contact point” or Internet domain with which a commercial business could potentially communicate. The prohibited categories of messages include, but are not limited to, advertising relating to alcohol, tobacco, pornography or obscene material, gambling, lotteries, illegal drugs, and firearms. An entity will be liable based upon whether the “primary purpose” of its communication is to advertise the above-mentioned products or services.

Similar to the Michigan Act, the Utah Child Protection Registry Act creates a registry of contact points for minors and bars advertisement to those contact points that promote the sale of goods or services that a minor cannot legally purchase. Although alike in registration protocol and compliance requirements, the Utah law is written to prohibit any communication that advertises material “harmful to minors.” While “harmful to minors” as defined in § 76-10-1201 mostly covers “nudity, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse,” the Utah Division of Consumer Protection (the “Division”) issued a policy statement, which expanded the scope of coverage.

According to the Division’s statement, prohibited content includes, but is not limited to, the advertising of alcohol, tobacco, pornographic materials, and any product or service that is illegal in Utah, whether purchased by a minor or an adult, such as illegal drugs, prostitution, and gambling. The law, however, does not prohibit advertisement of a product or service a minor may purchase only “under certain circumstances,” provided that certain conditions are met. For example, the law does not prohibit an advertisement for a prescription drug where the minor has a valid prescription for the marketed drug or an advertisement for a body piercing given that the child has obtained parental consent as required by Utah law.
Additionally, the Division has clarified that the Utah law does not bar an advertiser from entering into a contract found to be voidable due to minor status (e.g., a hotel or credit card), or an advertisement that might enable illegal activity by a minor (e.g., an automobile rental). Further, any analysis of advertisement communications should focus on whether the “primary purpose of the communication” is to “directly or indirectly ... advertise or otherwise link to the material.” As a result, an e-mail from a hotel establishment advertising reservations, but mentioning hotels with casinos or cars, would be viewed merely as a reservation e-mail and would not be found in violation of the statute.

LIABILITY UNDER THE MICHIGAN AND UTAH CHILD REGISTRY LAWS

Both the Michigan and Utah statutes impose strict liability on the sender; therefore, consent or request from the recipient is not a defense. Senders of messages to a registered contact point violate the law regardless of whether there has been a request to receive the advertisement. While the laws and registries are currently established only in Michigan and Utah, experts assert that they apply to any sender inside the United States or any sender that maintains a physical presence in the United States. Anyone who sends prohibited e-mails to those who live in either state may be found liable.

Both statutes include an exemption from liability for intermediaries who merely transmit messages over their networks. The Utah law further provides a defense in those instances where the advertiser: "(1) reasonably relied on the Utah consumer protection division registry mechanism and (2) took reasonable measures to comply with the statutes." The Michigan statute, in contrast, allows a defense to claims of misdemeanor and felony violations where the communication was transmitted accidentally.

Marketers in violation of these laws face potential criminal prosecution as well as civil lawsuits. Utah imposes up to three years in jail and up to $30,000 in fines, as well as potential civil penalties of $1,000 per message. Violators of Michigan's law face similar fines and jail time, and may be liable for civil penalties of $5,000 per message up to a maximum of $250,000 per day. Consequently, a single message could create significant liability if sent to multiple registered contact points.

STATUTORY COMPLIANCE

It is unclear what businesses are subject to the Michigan and Utah laws. Commentators note that the list of prohibited products and services under both statutes may be overly broad and poorly defined. The statutes plainly apply to any sender directly advertising alcohol, tobacco, or products or services of more mature sexual content. However, it is uncertain whether the types of marketers affected include, for example, financial services, matchmaking services, or state-run lotteries. Michigan, in particular, has offered no clarification on the breadth of inclusion. A Michigan judge would have to decide whether borderline advertisements for R-rated movies or firework sparklers, which are illegal for minors to purchase in Michigan, fall within the definition of prohibited advertising and, therefore, compel criminal penalties.
The Michigan statutory provisions also ban the sending of any message that contains a hypertext or other link to any site that may advertise products or services minors, may not "purchase" or "possess." Consequently, a marketing message or business e-mail newsletter cannot even link to a webpage that contains prohibited content. If a business’ e-mail provides a link to USAToday.com where there is information about tobacco on that page, or for example, links to Amazon.com where there are advertisements for R-rated videos, the company could theoretically be in violation of the law.

Companies have two options to ensure compliance with the registry laws: They must either (1) scrub their mailing lists against the state registry to remove all registered addresses on a monthly basis or (2) review the contents of every e-mail prior to sending and delete any message or link which a recipient could follow and find any prohibited product or service. Senders opting to scrub their lists are required to match their mailing lists against the registries every 30 days, for which they must pay both Michigan and Utah a fee per-address.

Both state registry compliance websites provide the necessary tools to facilitate commercial marketers’ statutory compliance. Alternatively, several e-mail service providers (ESPs) provide subscribers with automatic compliance directly through their list management processes. These services do not share registry data with marketers, but rather confirm or deny whether addresses are on the list.

CHALLENGES SURROUNDING STATUTORY COMPLIANCE

While these child registry statutes promote a desired outcome to improve online safety for children, experts have asserted that the statutes are poorly drafted and will likely prove ineffective. First, as noted above, the list of prohibited products and services under both statutes appear overly broad and ill defined, and thereby create uncertainty as to who falls within the scope of the law.

Second, the statutory penalties and projected costs of compliance present additional problems. Senders contend that these costs make Internet marketing uneconomical. Currently, a marketer’s e-mail list does not include state location or physical addresses. Companies are forced to run their entire national list through the state registry sites every month at considerable cost. If and when identified, these individuals will likely lack sufficient funds to pay the substantial per message fines.

Aside from problems surrounding the statutory language, there are growing concerns over the security and privacy of the registered e-mail addresses. Although both states have made it a felony to obtain or attempt to obtain addresses from the registry list for solicitation purposes, the risk remains that some individuals may obtain and use or share registry data for improper or illegal purposes.

The FTC has also given due consideration to the issue. The Commission recently released a letter to an Illinois legislator in response to a proposed bill to implement an Illinois child protection registry site. The FTC maintains that a registry raises serious security and privacy difficulties, especially for children’s e-mail accounts. First, existing computer security techniques are inadequate...
to prevent exploitation of child protection registries and, consequently, the list would be a prime target for direct hacking by technologically sophisticated individuals. The registry may therefore "provide pedophiles and other dangerous persons with a means of contacting th[e] children." There remains a possibility for misuse by both the registry personnel as well as those marketing firm employees receiving verified lists of data.

Furthermore, the FTC maintains that due to the lack of security "the database may carry the unintended consequence of providing spammers with a mechanism for verifying the validity of e-mail addresses" and thus in affect increase the inflow of prohibited messages to "protected" accounts. Senders of unsolicited commercial e-mail ("spammers) could essentially reconstruct a substantial portion of the registry by posing as a legitimate marketing entity and repeatedly submit purchased lists of e-mail addresses. Spammers have incentives to send messages to confirmed minors' contact points knowing that many of the addresses are either family accounts or those which are closely monitored by concerned parents.

Consequently, businesses need to pay attention to these laws and develop best practices for compliance. First, it is important that electronic marketers put e-mail recipients on notice that they are complying with the new protection registry laws. Companies should use a double opt-in procedure, requiring a recipient to affirmatively request to receive e-mail and after the individual signs up, require him to confirm the subscription via e-mail. The confirmation message should allow the recipient to opt out if desired. This additional step will protect senders from any potential claims by recipients that a third party, unauthorized individual opted them in.

Second, in order to reduce future costs from the monthly scrubbing compliance requirements, ESPs recommend asking for state of residence and date of birth in all opt-in registration forms. This will ensure that companies are better positioned to focus their compliance efforts and pay the subsequent fees for only those addresses that fall under the scope of the Michigan and Utah laws. Finally, it is essential that companies maintain proper documentation to prove a preexisting business relationship with clients.
efforts and implement best practices to better ensure compliance. Other states may also adopt legislation that replicates the Utah and Michigan laws, which would require companies to be vigilant about e-mail marketing to minors to an even larger extent.

PRACTICE POINTERS

- To ensure compliance, companies must either (1) scrub their mailing lists on a monthly basis or (2) review all contents of all e-mails prior to sending to ensure no recipient could follow and find any prohibited product or service.

- Commercial marketers should scrub their list directly though use of online tools available on the state registry sites at https://www.protectmichild.com/compliance.html or http://www.utahkidsregistry.com/compliance.html. Alternatively companies may employ assistance from third party e-mail service providers (“ESPs”). A list of approved ESPs is available on the Utah compliance website at http://www.utahkidsregistry.com/compliance.html.

- Senders may attempt to ensure stronger compliance in the future by using a double opt-in procedure, so that after an individual signs up he must confirm his subscription via e-mail. The confirmation message should allow the recipient to opt out if desired. Additionally, experts recommend senders maintain proper documentation and ask for state of residence and date of birth in all opt-in registration forms in order to reduce future costs of compliance.
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